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WELCOME!  

JOIN US 25+26 JUNE 2018

Sex and drugs (cont'd)

Paula Hall offers two worksheets to help both 
therapists and clients address sex addiction.

Similarly, if withdrawal is likely to cause a physical 
and psychological crisis, safe detox is essential. 
However, I fear that, having gone through the 
often harrowing process of establishing chemical 
sobriety, sex gets forgotten. 

We all know that true recovery means making 
significant lifestyle changes, and recovery 
can bring the gifts of human connection and 
harmony. But regrettably it doesn’t automatically 
alleviate sexual anxiety or sexual dysfunctions. I
n many cases, sexual desire can increase without 
having developed the tools to manage it. 

The worksheets on the left can help both client 
and therapist to consider the role that sex and 
drugs play in a client’s life. Both can be completed 
by the client alone, or with a therapist or sponsor. 
The first worksheet focuses on the specific 
sexual benefits of using alcohol or drugs and can 
help to guide a client in talking about the sexual 
challenges they’ll face without them. The second 
worksheet focuses on the function of the sexual 
behaviours. It can give an indication of how 
important they are in a client’s life and what 
will be missing if they don’t establish a ‘positive’ 
sex life. Both can help the therapist to consider 
what additional work needs to be undertaken 
on sexuality and, if appropriate, referral to a sex 
addiction specialist for further assessment or a 
psychosexual therapist trained in addiction. 

Conclusion. Sex and drugs are a powerful 
combination and, while a life of chemical 
abstinence is a wise and admirable goal, a life 
without sex is not. Many therapists find it 
difficult to talk directly to clients about sexual 
issues and might not have sufficient training to 
identify the significance of sex addiction nor 
the tools to work with sexual dysfunctions. It’s 
important that we work together to ensure our 
clients receive the best possible care and can 
enjoy a lifetime of recovery. 
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Powerful           

Affirmed           

Wanted           

Valued           

Accepted      

Desired           

Relaxed           

Connected           

Invigorated      

Creative           

Independent           

In control      

Excited           
 

 Join DB Recovery+ 
World Drug Day

WORLD DRUG DAY  26 JUNE 2018
ALSO: 25 JUNE ~ London Tower Hotel
Join colleagues, participate in landmark date 
for
THE CONFERENCE AND TRAINING OF 2018
on how to deal effectively and confidently with 
people who have drug and alcohol problems 

PLUS: PREVENTION RESEARCH FROM ICAA
Morning sessions are plenary so that delegates 
can naturally meet and unify, afternoons offer a 
choice of prevention and treatment workshops

ORGANISED BY PEOPLE IN RECOVERY
to help others achieve and enjoy drug-free lives

HONOUR  YOUR CAREERS AND WORK
People working with addicts deserve the best for 
their high calling but are too rarely recognised – 
we do, with Awards and a prestigious venue

COMPREHENSIVE, VITAL TOPICS – & CEU/CPDs
Get a great overview, from the neuroscience of 
addiction to prevention, treatment and mutual-
aid research, issues unique to men and women 
and to young and old, as well as LGBTQii – not 
forgetting family supports, dual diagnoses, drug 
testing, contacts and more...

WATCHING BUDGETS? BOOK EARLY
Get discounts on on already-subsidised tickets

DON’T MISS OUT – BOOK NOW
www.recoveryplusdb.com.

http://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/training/
http://events.recoveryplusdb.com/wdd2017/#/home/register/
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Bus routes 
42, 78, 100 
+ RV1.

Join us for DB Recovery+ and Interventions Plus: 
cost-effective, time-effective, enjoyable training 
in how to save and enhance lives – while 
also discovering supportive, helpful colleagues.

In the course of your work, do you increasingly encounter 
patients/clients with alcohol or drug problems or addictive 
behaviours? Are you confident that you are doing the best for 
them – and yourself, that you are following best practice? If 
your answers are “yes”, “no” and “no”, then this intense fully-
rounded ‘crash course’ in how to recover from addiction is 
for you. You will meet more people and learn more at DB 
Recovery+ than you could from months of research. 

In response to demand, the 6th DB Recovery+ conference on 
how to help people recover from addictive substances and 
behaviours is dedicated to both experts (hello again!) and 
those who more and more often in the course of their work 
come face to face with people who have alcohol and drug 
problems, but who are not specifically trained to handle them. 
It is hugely rewarding to witness experts and those thirsting 
for knowledge meet up with each other and forge long-term 
professional relationships which are mutually supportive and 
help vulnerable people in our care. 

For families and for therapists seeking a second career, as 
well as rehabs wishing to meet interventionists or send their 
admissions staff on training to convert treatment requests into 
reality, invitational-intervention workshops will take place on 
both afternoons of the conference.

Gain CEUs/CPDs and attendance certificate… Be confident in 
handling clients with complex needs… Feel safely confident 
treating clients with trauma... Prevent relapse... Know when 
to refer and who you can safely refer to… Create a support 
network… Meet new colleagues and old friends!

We are excited to welcome you to the UK's largest 
conference on how to recover from addiction
on World Drug Day, partnering with Ukesad – 
the unmissable event of 2018!

We  have led the field since our first Ukesad symposium way back 
in 2004, with an international following from five continents.
So come join us to save lives... 

The days are packed with information and opportunities – but 
conferences are what you make of them. Conversations can 
be more valuable than the sessions, no matter how excellent. 
So, to nurture networking and help you forge contacts useful 
for your work, we are limiting DB Recovery+ to one stream 
of trainer presentations in the mornings, so that delegates 
are seated with each other and can 'bump' into each other 
for natural, spontaneous networking. The afternoons offer 
a choice of topics, from didactic learning to experiential 
intervention work.

As well as meeting potential colleagues and old friends, 
take a social wander round the exhibitor stands. These offer 
opportunities to chat with the companies involved as well as 
with fellow attendees interested in what they offer. There is 
a seated lunch with a choice of hot meals and salads at the 
conference venue which offers more opportunities to meet 
people. And take a leisurely stroll by the Thames and the shops 
in the marina-like St Katharine's Dock.

All delegates will receive an attendance certificate, and can 
be awarded (fill in evaluation form) gold-standard IC&RC 
internationally-recognised CEUs/CPDs. Finally, for delegates 
staying overnight in London for the conference, we have 
negotiated a discounted accommodation rate of £150/night 
including tax and breakfast: go to www.recoveryplusdb.com.

venue

Venue: Tower Hotel, St Katharine's Way
 London E1W 1LD.  Tel +44 800 330 8005

http://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/DBRR-media-pack.pdf
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Venue
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Venue
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Venue
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Venue
https://www.directenquiries.com/Base.aspx?company=Guoman%20Tower%20Hotel&companyid=103260&action=routes&soid=0&type=0&&rid=1282-0001390&showall=y
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Tower+Hill/@51.51062,-0.07479,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x13eea173ba77dbd1!8m2!3d51.51062!4d-0.07479
https://www.directenquiries.com/Base.aspx?company=Guoman%20Tower%20Hotel&companyid=103260&action=routes&soid=0&type=0&&rid=1282-0001390&showall=y
https://www.directenquiries.com/Base.aspx?company=Guoman%20Tower%20Hotel&companyid=103260&action=routes&soid=0&type=0&&rid=1282-0001390&showall=y
https://www.directenquiries.com/Base.aspx?company=Guoman%20Tower%20Hotel&companyid=103260&action=routes&soid=0&type=0&&rid=1282-0001390&showall=y
https://www.directenquiries.com/Base.aspx?company=Guoman%20Tower%20Hotel&companyid=103260&action=routes&soid=0&type=0&&rid=1282-0001390&showall=y
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Venue
https://www.guoman.com/en/london/the-tower.html
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What: presenters, topics
MONDAY 25 JUNE + TUESDAY 26 JUNE 2018

9.40am  Parental alcohol misuse, children of alcoholics 
presented by Liam Byrne MP 

How a personal story is moving government and local authorities to support children of alcoholics nationally –  
identify the win:win opportunities for your therapeutic services.  

Liam Byrne MP is chair of the All Party Parliamentary Group on Children of Alcoholics and a campaigner on this issue. He moved Early 
Motion 750 in parliament so that local authorities would recognise this issue and invest £2.5million in looking after CoAs  – most recently, 
he met with health secretary Jeremy Hunt to agree that a government minister with responsibility for children of alcoholics would be 

appointed – read pages 16-17 of this issue of Recovery Plus journal for details. Liam is a "proud supporter" of the National Association for Children of Alcoholics. 
Watch Liam explaining his motivation at the DB Recovery+ Nacoa Awards Dinner 2017: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8x3b1JoSV8

10.30am  create recovery coffee – and utilise that for recovery services to engage local communities 
presented by Asst Professor John Freyer 

The presenter will be exhibiting at Tate Modern in June – experience his project on coffee and recovery conversations, and 
adopt a new way for your addiction-recovery service to reach out and engage your local community. 

Asst Prof John D Freyer of Virginia Commonwealth University is an interdisciplinary artist whose projects have been reviewed in The New 
Yorker, The Sunday Times, Art Forum and NBC’s The Today Show. John is also the first US-based Associate from the newest Tate Exchange 
partner, the School of the Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University. After seeking help for alcohol dependence in 2013, he realised that 

his experience in recovery similarly could serve as the foundation for art. His first foray into this notion was offering up ice-cold water to needy, often homeless, 
individuals. From there his actions grew gradually and thoughtfully in scale and scope. Tate Modern views Freyer’s work as a unique opportunity to engage people in 
recovery with broader publics, emphasising creative expression as means of assisting in the recovery process and reducing social stigma and isolation associated with 
addiction. It also revives the simple yet meaningful practice of face-to-face dialogue, a growing rarity in an increasingly technologically mediated world.

12.00pm  how to use emdr to comPlement trauma work with your clients 
presented by Max Cohen BA (hons), Dip Psych Couns, MBACP  

How to: Use EMDR – Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing – psychotherapy and obtain the research on how it 
enables people to heal from the symptoms and emotional distress which have resulted from disturbing life experiences. 

Max Cohen is an accredited therapist with over 20 years' experience. Specialising in addiction recovery, he integrates psychodynamic, 
person-centred, cognitive behavioural, DBT, EMDR, EFT and biopsychosocial models of therapy. Specialities include anxiety and mood 
disorders, relationship difficulties, self esteem and confidence, work issues, addictions and behavioural dependencies and co-occurring 

disorders. He has links with treatment facilities in the UK and US, providing assessment, referral, continuing care and aftercare services. Most of his work comes from 
private GPs, psychiatrists, psychologists and other therapists.

how to create and sustain successful addiction-recovery outcomes in an outPatient setting 
presented by Mandy Saligari MSc MBACP (Reg)  

How to: Use EMDR – Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing – psychotherapy and obtain the research on how it 
enables people to heal from the symptoms and emotional distress which have resulted from disturbing life experiences. 

Mandy Saligari MSc MBACP (Reg) is an addictions therapist and founder and clinical director of Charter Harley Street, which was set up 
in 2008. Mandy is a regular contributor to press and TV, with her flagship Channel 5 programme In Therapy (www.channel5.com/show/
celebrities-in-therapy) now in its 3rd series. Mandy’s enthusiasm is infectious as she dispels the myths surrounding addiction and in her 

commitment to public speaking and in schools on early intervention, addiction, emotional coping mechanisms and self-esteem. Using her pioneering model of care, 
Charter has earned itself a solid reputation for sustained recovery outcomes successfully treating addiction solely in an outpatient setting.

8am  Both days:  oPtional 'oPen' 12-steP meeting

For people in recovery to get a sense of belonging right from the start, and for professionals and carers who want to witness how mutual-help works.

We couldn't fit everything onto these pages! For more information, go to www.recoveryplusdb.com

9.15am  welcome, thanks      
from Deirdre Boyd 

Recovery from addiction is possible; this symposium demonstrates it in action, and the research behind it.

For a quarter century, Deirdre has been a leader in the field of recovery from addiction, with an international reputation. Based in the UK, 
she heads up DB Recovery+ offering a free daily news/research service to 9,400 relevant people influencing drug+alcohol treatment, policy 
and recovery. She is editor of Recovery Plus print journal (6,000 print run) and e-mag (2million views pa), and founded both Recovery+ and 
UKESAD, under her leadership the UK’s most successful symposia on how to recover from addiction. She has given evidence at the All Party 

Parliamentary Drugs Misuse Group, been quoted in House of Commons and House of Lords debates on alcohol and drugs, and contributed to the Drug Policy 2010 
and Select Committees. She authored Addiction & Recovery: self-help for friends, families and addicts, translated into 7 languages. Deirdre is a trustee of the National 
Association for Children of Alcoholics (UK) and serves on the UK Board of the International Certification & Reciprocity Consortium. Previously, she was CEO of the 
Addiction Recovery Foundation where the public voted her as Influencer of the Year, via the Director for Social Change.

Both days:  1-2pM    A hOT lUNch prEpArED bY hOTEl chEf will bE prOviDED, wiTh SEATiNg

Choose your meal, check out exhibitors, enter free raffle, browse through books, sit round tables and chat with colleagues.

Both days:  ArrivAl + 11.00-11.30AM + 3.30-4.00pM:  rEfrEShMENTS

Have a coffee/tea and cookies, visit exhibitors to see what they can offer, enter free raffle for jewellery and kindles. 

10.00am  safeguarding children of Parents who divorce through addiction – and those in recovery

presented by Michelle Camacho

How to: Plan to protect the children involved when divorces are emotionally traumatic, even abusive – such as when addictive 
behaviours are present. A London divorce lawyer who has handled this for her clients offers practical action plans. 

Michelle Camacho qualified as a solicitor in 1997 and specialises in "helping you to secure your assets & income following the breakdown 
of your relationship, without losing your dignity".  She has encountered addiction as a cause for divorces  and, perhaps uniquely, prioritises 
safeguarding the children of parents who have been or are addicted. Michelle is a consultant to Taylor Rose TTKW, a member of 

Resolution (formerly Solicitors Family Law Association). She is also a trained Collaborative Family Lawyer, which is a process where the parties each have a lawyer and 
everyone has a shared commitment to avoid costly court litigation. Michelle is also a member of South East Solutions POD. Her goal is to sit as a Deputy District Judge 
and help people at what is a very vulnerable plus emotional time of their lives. 

9.25am  welcome

from Leslie Morgan DL 

Helping to remove the stigma of recovery from addictive behaviours: becoming accepted into the mainstream.  

Leslie Morgan is Deputy lieutenant of Towers Hamlet, in which the DB Recovery+ symposium takes place. He is also CEO of Durbin Plc.
In 2013, Leslie was awarded an OBE for services to the Pharmaceutical Industry and to Charity, and was elected a Fellow of the Royal 
Pharmaceutical Society. He has won several awards, including SME of the Year at the Business Excellence Awards and the Coutts Prize for 
Family Business in London. Leslie’s philanthropic approach to business means he spends time working with pharmaceutical and medical 

equipment organisations assisting them to donate in-date products to charities worldwide. So far his efforts have achieved over £20million worth of donated stock.

11.30am  how to identify the links between various mental disorders (adhd, biPolar etc) and 
substance misuse  – the need to self-soothe and the need for comPassion

presented by Dr Stephen Pereira MD, FRCPsych, DPM, Msc, MBBS

Learn about the scope of the problem, the substances most commonly used and how short-term ways of coping become a longer 
term problem. Recognise which professions are most prone to using. Define how to approach comprehensive assessment, 
treatment options and therapy approaches and how to maintain gains in recovery.  

Dr Stephen Pereira is one of a small number of consultant psychiatrists in the country who formally trained in Cognitive Therapy and 
Behaviour Therapy and extensively practice Cognitive Behaviour therapy. He is an Honorary Senior Lecturer in Psychiatry at Guys, Kings, St Thomas’s School of 
Medicine, and on the editorial board of the International Journal of Psychiatric Intensive Care. He developed a National Centre of Excellence in Psychiatric Intensive 
Care and is a winner of eight national awards including UK Hospital Doctor of the Year in Psychiatry, Medical Management - Team of the Year, and a National Clinical 
Excellence Award (DoH). He is also Consultant Psychiatrist at Keats House, London Bridge and the Nightingale Hospital, London. 

http://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/DBRR-media-pack.pdf
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8x3b1JoSV8
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.channel5.com/show/celebrities-in-therapy
http://www.channel5.com/show/celebrities-in-therapy
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
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What: presenters, topics
MONDAY 25 JUNE + TUESDAY 26 JUNE 2018

why is chemsex use exPloding so fast? and what can we, as theraPists, do to helP? 
presented by Paula Hall MBACP (Accred), UKCP Reg, COSRT Acc, ATSAC 

How to: Pinpoint the multidisciplinary approach for people trapped by ChemSex, whose high can create a sense of community 
and shared experience, but whose aftermath is often a greater sense of isolation and feeling desperately alone.    

Paula Hall is widely recognised as the UK’s leading expert in the field of sex and porn addiction and is author of Understanding & Treating 
Sex Addiction and Sex Addiction – The Partners Perspective. She has been a therapist for over 20 years and has been specialising in sex 
and pornography addiction for almost 15 years. Paula is founder of The Institute for Sex Addiction Training which provides Diploma 

training to other therapists, is a founder trustee of ATSAC (Association for the Treatment of Sex Addiction & Compulsivity) and head of Recovery for The Naked 
Truth Project in the UK.As a member of SASH (Society for the Advancement of Sexual Health) and former board member, Paula continues to develop her expertise 
alongside advancements in research and treatment from the US. Paula received such high scores in delegate evaluation forms at DB Recovery+ last June that we are 
delighted to welcome her back, this time on the contemporary topic of ChemSex.: 

how to create and suPPort self-motivating recovery-friendly communities

presented by Jason Wyse 

How to: build an addiction-recovery community of 'graduates' from your treatment, including how to engage local employers, 
create a day service-cum-safe 'club house', step in when needed, support new families – and enjoy the best reunions ever.  

Jason Wyse is CEO of Silkworth Lodge and the Silkworth Charity Group, the leader in the treatment of drug and alcohol services in the 
Channel Islands. He contributes his business skills obtained from 18 years working in banking and the financial services sector to his 
passion for recovery and indepth knowledge of drug and alcohol addiction. He shares his experience building a recovery community on 

Jersey – through the whole spectrum of care from drop-in without appointment to daycare to referral to intensive rehab to extended care and aftercare housing.

the Perfect storm: are we looking at a sPecialty on the brink of extinction? 
presented by Professor Colin Drummond 

"Cuts to addiction treatment are a disaster for the country" – this presentation enables  you to list the reasons and ways to survive.  

Professor Colin Drummond is chair of the Addictions Faculty at the Royal College of Psychiatrists, Professor at the Institute of Psychiatry, 
Psychology and Neuroscience, King's College London, and consultant psychiatrist at the Maudsley Hospital. Colin is also a member 
of the WHO Expert Committee on Drug Dependence and Alcohol Problems, and Chair of the NICE guideline development group on 
management of harmful alcohol use and alcohol dependence. He is principal investigator on research grants from the Department of 

Health, the Medical Research Council, the National Institute of Health Research and the European Commission, including the DH funded national alcohol needs 
assessment project and a national research programme on alcohol screening and brief intervention. In 2017, he was awarded an NIHR Senior Investigator award. 

eating disorders: it's not about food, it's about feeding 
presented by Dr Tena Moyer 

How to: Differentiate between food and feeding, explain why food has meaning and value that has nothing to do with nutrition, 
analyse the neuroscience of food disorders and its link to Erickson's biopsychosocial model, age of onset and more.  

Dr Tena Moyer MD is the associate medical director for Sierra Tucson, with a primary focus on the development of the Eating Recovery 
Programme and addressing acute clinical patient concerns. She received extensive training in multiple psychiatric and psychological 
techniques. Additionally, Dr Moyer trained in Somatic Transformation Therapy and Gestalt Equine Psychotherapy, and has pursued 

extensive psychoanalytic and psychodynamic training. As a practitioner, she attempts to synthesize diverse perspectives and approaches into her understanding and 
treatment of psychiatric patients, including biological, developmental, attachment, family systems, trauma, and psychoanalytic considerations. 

9.30am  catch uP with develoPments in drug Policy: imPlementation and Plans

presented by Victoria Atkins (tbc), government minister with responsibility for drugs 

The drug strategy 2017 sets out how the government and its partners, at local, national and international levels, would take new 
action to tackle drug misuse and the harms it causes – where are we now?

Victoria Atkins is Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Vulnerability, Safeguarding and Countering Extremism ~ her responsibilities 
include drugs. She studied Law at the University of Cambridge and worked as a barrister in the field of fraud in London. After becoming 
the Member of Parliament for Louth and Horncastle at the 2015 general election, Atkins was appointed as a member of the Home Affairs 

Select Committee in July 2015. In June 2017, she was appointed as Parliamentary Private Secretary to the Leader of the House of Lords, Baroness Evans, then replaced 
Sarah Newton as Parliamentary under-Secretary of State for Vulnerability, Safeguarding and Countering Extremism in the Home Office. 

marching with a Possible 8,000 PeoPle into recovery: the uk recovery walk 
presented by Annemarie Ward 

How to: Evaluate – and join – the UK Recovery Walk as a public education and outreach campaign that offers living proof of the 
reality of long-term addiction recovery, and highlights pathways of recovery to the public, policymakers and the media.  

Annemarie Ward is founder of the UK Recovery Walk Charity – now known as Faces & Voices of Recovery UK, of which she is CEO. The 
aim of the charity is to be a policy advocacy movement that is taking on issues of discrimination, social justice and service access. It is also 
a public and professional education movement, intent on challenging stigma. Annemarie has a Masters degree (2005) and successfully 

completed a PG cert in Competence in Managing Drug and Alcohol services (2008) both from the University of Glasgow. In the past, Annemarie’s work included being 
a founding director of the UK Recovery Federation, the alcohol and drug partnership co-ordinater for Ayrshire and the head of research & development for a small 
charity. In August 2017, Annemarie celebrated 20 years of complete abstinence from all mind and mood altering substances.

latest research on efficacy of mutual-aid organisations, such as 12-steP Programmes: 1
presented by Professor John Kelly

How to: Determine the rationale for recovery support systems and analyse the science of recovery support services. 

John Kelly BS Psychology (Summa Cum Laude) PhD is Harvard University’s first professor in addiction medicine, president of the American 
Psychological Association Society of Addiction Psychology and associate editor for the journals Addiction and the Journal of Substance 
Abuse Treatment. He is also founder and director of the Recovery Research Institute at Massachusetts General Hospital, programme 
director of the Addiction Recovery Management Service and associate director of the Center for Addiction Medicine at MGH. He has 

served as a consultant to US federal agencies such as the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy, SAMHSA and the National Institutes of Health.

latest research on efficacy of mutual-aid organisations: 2 
presented by Professor Keith Humphreys

How to: Identify cutting-edge findings in mutual-help group research – for clinicians and public-health officials to help clients. 

Keith Humphreys is a Professor and the Section Director for Mental Health Policy in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences 
at Stanford University and an Honorary Professor of Psychiatry at the Institute of Psychiatry, King's College, London.  He is also a Senior 
Research Career Scientist at the VA Health Services Research Center in Palo Alto. His research addresses the prevention and treatment 
of addictive disorders, the formation of public policy and the extent to which subjects in medical research differ from patients seen in 

everyday clinical practice. He won the 2009 American Psychological Association Award for Distinguished Contribution to the Public Interest. He and the authors of 
Drug Policy and the Public Good won the 2010 British Medical Association's Award for Public Health Book of the Year. Dr Humphreys served as a member of the White 
House Commission on Drug Free Communities and the National Advisory Council of SAMHSA. He spent a sabbatical year as senior policy adviser at the White House 
Office of National Drug Control Policy. He has also testified on numerous occasions in Parliament.

treatment of drug & alcohol use disorders, and the role of definitions 
presented by Annette Dale-Perera 

How to: Identify a coordinated, integrated system of treatment as the UK and Europe, as well as the US and elsewhere, face 
increasingly diverse and complex drug/alcohol problems, with variations between countries in trends and treatment services. 

Annette Dale-Perera has worked in addiction for over 30 years. She has a management consultancy (ADPconsultancyuk) and is a lead 
consultant on an international project on quality drug treatment standards for the United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) 
and on development for CGL. Annette is also a government adviser (ACMD) and a trustee of three charities. Previously, she was an NHS 

strategic director of addiction and offender health, executive director of quality at the National Treatment Agency for Substance Misuse, director of policy for 
Scoda/DrugScope, research fellow at the University of London and a practitioner in therapeutic communities and community drug services. Read Annette's article on 
Treatment of Drug & Alcohol Use Disorders: www.recoveryplusjournal.com/2017/11/treatment-of-drug-use-disorders.

http://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/DBRR-media-pack.pdf
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/14446037_Keith_Humphreys
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusjournal.com/2017/11/treatment-of-drug-use-disorders
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DB Recovery+ attracts top professionals from the UK, US, 
Europe, Australia, Russia and globally. It puts your products and 
services in front of hundreds of addiction professionals with 
purchasing power and who can make referrals.

Benefits of exhibiting at DB Recovery+ include:

 5 Increased exposure and awareness for your company

 5 Recognition in conference print materials distributed to all  
 attendees and in publicity, including Recovery Plus journal

 5 Build relationships through face-to-face access to hundreds  
 of attendees with purchasing and referral power

 5 Over 14 hours of exhibit time making face-to-face contacts

 5 Recruit new staff, make appointments

 5 Research competitors' services and messaging

 5 Traffic builders throughout the conference - eg, lunch +  
 refreshments in and near the exhibitor area

 5 Complimentary delegate passes with exhibitor purchase

 5 Quality interaction with attendees in a friendly atmosphere

 5 Build/reposition your brand. Strengthen your connections.

"Many companies miss how participating in conferences can 
substantially increase their return on investment. In terms of 
an advertising expense, you can’t beat it! You can place an ad 
in a newspaper, run an extensive campaign of TV and radio 
commercials, or go crazy with guerilla marketing… but some might 
see you, others not, some might pick up the phone, some not… 
At our event, you are face to face with potential consumers in your 
targeted market! They can see and examine your services, and 
more importantly your people get valuable time to pitch.” 
Plus... there are some really lovely attendees who can brighten 
your day, whether they are old friends or potential new colleagues. 
It's two days of enjoyable learning, with internationally-recognised 
gold-standard accreditation.

Exhibitor floor plan:

Presentation rooms, 
exhibitors, seating areas

 and refreshments 
are all on 1st floor 

of the venue.

Glass walls line left side
of exhibitor area,

overlooking 
River Thames

and Tower Bridge.

Join
  exhibitors

What: presenters, topics
MONDAY 25 JUNE + TUESDAY 26 JUNE 2018

how to raise your cQc and ndtms ratings 
presented by Patrick Gormley 

In light of CQC criticism, it is vital that rehabs dependent on statutory referrals compare and recheck procedures and forms.  

Patrick is chief operating officer (along with Tessa Corner as CEO) of StreetScene alcohol & drug rehab. Two of its rehabs were rated 1st and 
2nd in the same year in the government's National Treatment Data Monitoring System, showing that successful models can be replicated. 
StreetScene was also the only rehab cited as a good practice example by  the government's Care Quality Commission inspectorate in its 
latest report on Substance misuse services: The quality and safety of residential detoxification.

gender-sensitive alcohol and drug issues: an investment for life

presented by Leena Haraké  

How to: Differentiate effective approaches to prevent alcohol and drug abuse among men/women and to support them.  

Leena Haraké is executive director of WOCAD - Women's Organisations Committee on Alcohol and Drug Issues, Sweden. WOCAD is a 
politically independent and non-denominational organisation with 38 member organisations, embracing 330,000 women. It recognises 
the challenges of the 2020s as One size does not fit all, Society must take care of different target groups’ needs from cradle to grave, 
Adequate services and treatments both short term and long term, Sustainibility vs flexibility vs cost effectivity, and The stake holders.

the role of ngos in influencing drug and alcohol Policies worldwide 
presented by Liam Byrne MP 

How to: join or register as a recognised non-governmental organisation, evaluate the benefits, describe the challenges of the 
past years which influence drug and alcohol policies and implementation today, and participate in future plans.  

Peter Vamos is founder and executive director of Portage in Canada, and president of ICAA, the International Council on Alcoholism & 
Addictions - probably the world's longest-established NGO on this issue.

the trauma-addiction connection – and how to be safe and feel confident tackling it  
presented by Glynis Read PhD, MSc, ICADC, BABCP, EMDR  

How to: List research proving that trauma can activate survival oriented behaviours that lead to addiction, access the relevant 
statistics, describe how this happens, list the symptoms and be able to 'hold' your trauma clients safely.  

Glynis Read PhD, MSc, ICADC, BABCP, EMDR cons is a Board member of IC&RC UK/Europe. She has worked in the addictions field for over 
20 years, having graduated from the Hazelden (Minnesota) Training Programme. Glynis specialises in training, eating disorders and trauma. 
She has an MSc in Cognitive Behavioural therapy and is an EMDR consultant. As treatment coordinator of Castle Craig  Hospital, she 

oversees the management of the therapy teams and the development of the therapy programme. Before that Glynis worked as teacher and has a PhD in Quaternary 
Science. She has used her teaching skills in the education of addiction therapists. 

To reserve your exhibitor table / stand, visit:
www.recoveryplusdb.com
and click on the Exhibitors tab.EntrancE

 fears and fixes: get the most out of develoPments in drug and alcohol testing 
presented by George Powell  

How to: Verify the latest and most useful drug and alcohol tests, and identify how a drug and alcohol testing policy can be 
customised for your organisation, to enhance productivity. 

George Powell is president and CEO of Summit Diagnostics/Summit DNA which prevents diversion and abuse of prescription drugs 
through detailed drug testing, and eliminates unnecessary treatments and their related expenses. George is also co-publisher of  
Recovery Plus journal.

http://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/DBRR-media-pack.pdf
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Exhibitors
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Exhibitors
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Exhibitors
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.cqc.org.uk/sites/default/files/20171130_briefing_sms_residential_detox.pdf
http://www.cqc.org.uk/sites/default/files/20171130_briefing_sms_residential_detox.pdf
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.Recoveryplusjournal.com
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Do drug-dependent patients in Alcoholics 
Anonymous – rather than Narcotics Anonymous 
– do as well? The question is key where NA 
meetings are less available than AA meetings.

Mutual-help organisations such as AA and NA 
are commonly sought resources to help people 
recover for substance use disorder. AA was the 
world's first 12-step mutual-help organisation. 
It focuses specifically on recovery from alcohol 
dependence, whereas NA focuses mainly on 
recovery from other substances including opiates, 
stimulants or cannabis, although it does address 
alcohol also. NA emerged in the 1950s to provide 
a more suitable fit for people suffering from 
drug problems (other than alcohol) and thus 
enhance the chances of recovery. So, if primary 
drug patients are referred to AA rather than the 
NA fellowship, would such a “mismatch” result in 
a lowered sense of identification, belonging and 
cohesion, and lead to the mismatched patients 
discontinuing sooner or deriving less benefit?

This potential mismatching might be particularly 
important for young adults since they are more 
likely to report a substance other than alcohol as 
their primary drug. The issue had seldom been 
investigated so colleagues at Harvard Medical 
School and I conducted a longitudinal clinical 
study of young adults treated for a variety of 
substance use disorders. Participants were 18-24 
years old, 95% were caucasian, and 73.4% male. 
Abstinence from alcohol and other drugs was 
verified through saliva tests of individuals who 
lived within 50 miles of the treatment centre 
and who completed the follow-up assessments 
in person.

When comparing the primary drug to the 
primary alcohol patients, we found that the 
proportion of meetings that were AA ranged 
from an average of 69.9% at baseline to 79.4% at 
6 months. When we tested whether a fellowship 
mismatch among primary drug patients in the 
first 3 months after treatment resulted in less 
future 12-step attendance, 12-step involvement, 
or lower percent days abstinent at 6- and 
12-month follow-ups, we found no relationship.

Results suggested that, contrary to expectations, 
going to either AA or NA fellowship meetings 
after treatment can work equally well for young 
adults. In that context, these findings are good 
news because health professionals might more 
confidently refer their drug-dependent patients 
to AA groups if they are easier for patients to 
access and attend than NA meetings.

We also found that all the primary drug patients 
had a history of heavy alcohol use and about 
two thirds also met criteria for an alcohol use 
disorder in addition to their drug diagnosis. 
So, while on the surface the primary drug 
emphases and experiences might be different 
between AA and NA, there can be enough 
similarities in the addiction and recovery 
experiences of young adults for them to identify 
with other AA members and find a pathway that 
can work for them.

More information: Kelly, J. F., Greene, M. C., & 
Bergman, B. G. (2014). Do drug-dependent patients 
attending Alcoholics Anonymous rather than Narcotics 
Anonymous do as well? A prospective, lagged, matching 
analysis in Alcohol and alcoholism 49(6), 645-653.

Mutual help: latest
Professor John Kelly has explored whether drug-
dependent patients fare as well in AA as in NA.

About the author

John Kelly BS Psychology 
(Summa Cum Laude) PhD 
is Harvard University’s first 
professor in addiction medicine, 
president of the American 
Psychological Association 
Society of Addiction 
Psychology and associate 
editor for the journals 
Addiction and the Journal of 
Substance Abuse Treatment. 
He is also founder and director 
of the Recovery Research 
Institute at Massachusetts 
General Hospital, programme 
director of the Addiction 
Recovery Management Service 
and associate director of the 
Center for Addiction Medicine 
at MGH. He has served as a 
consultant to the White House 
Office of National Drug Control 
Policy, SAMHSA and the 
National Institutes of Health.

Meet the author
Professor Kelly will present 
research on mutual aid groups
at the DB Recovery+ symposium:
www.recoveryplusdb.com

What: presenters, topics
iNTErvENTiONS 'STrEAM': 25 + 26 JUNE 2018

learn a loving and safe Process you can use for your interventions across the globe 
presented by Janique Svedberg 

How to: apply a proven international intervention model to assist people into treatment, even when they’ve resisted in the past  

Janique Svedberg is a Certified International Life, OASAS Recovery and Relationship Coach, CPC. PCC, Certified OASAS trained Recovery 
Coach Teacher, Certified teacher in PRIME for Life, Certified Master Coach in Neuro Linguistic Programming, and an International 
interventionist. Janique Svedberg also trained as an addiction therapist and has a masters degree in ICF & NLP at The International Institute 
for Trauma and Addiction Professionals, ARISE Intervention and Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services. Her company, Road 

To Recovery NYC, assists clients globally. In 2015, Janique opened Valet Recovery Center in Sweden. Janique also delivers training via the Sober Academy. Watch how 
Janique reveals her battle with addiction and reduces stigma of recovery in Swedish Housewives of New York: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl1s8eLoZ5M.

inviting families to bring about real, Permanent change with long-lasting effects 
presented by Louise Stanger EdD, LCSW, CIP, CDWF

How do you get someone from refusal of treatment to a “Yes”… without shame or disrespect? Without an ambush? Guide 
families into a Unified Intervention to learn about substance abuse, addiction, chronic pain and mental health disorders.

Louise Stanger is a renowned, independent interventionist, lecturer, professor, clinician, trainer and author of many intervention articles 
as well as the book Falling Up. She has developed and refined her invitational method of mental health, substance abuse, chronic pain 
and process disorder interventions using the well-established research methodology of portraiture. She has performed thousands of 

family interventions throughout the US and abroad. She works with each member of the team to develop and practice self-care and develop healthy boundaries. 
She believes each member of the intervention team can be motivated and challenged to become the person with a stable and healthy relationship with the family 
member or loved one they are meant to be. Together, treatment options are explored, and arrangements are made for your loved one to accept treatment.

starting out: selecting an aPProPriate & affordable treatment centre, coaching the intervention 
team, transPorting the Patient to treatment, assisting with Patient admission, then aftercare 
presented by Joani Gammill BRII 

How to: Educate the family and start the process of recovery not only for the addict or alcoholic but also the entire family.  
Plan a professional intervention which can go way beyond 'just' getting someone into treatment.  

Joani Gammill BRII, former RN, appears regularly on the Dr Phil show where she leads interventions that have inspired millions of his 
viewers. Before her career as an interventionist, she worked as a registered nurse in medical facilities, then in a state-run drug-and-alcohol-

rehabilitation center. As well as The Interventionist, Joani is author of Painkillers, Heroin & the road to sanity, both published by Hazelden Betty Ford Publications. 
Watch Joani being interviewed on the Dr Phil Show: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pq9N-6zNysY. 

in the grey zone: you don't need to hit rockbottom before you get care 
presented by Stephen Pfleiderer  

How to: Dispel the unfortunate myth that addicts must hit rock bottom – instead pull them out of a negative and potentially life-
threatening situation. The sooner someone gets help, the more likely they will have a full, healthy and productive life.   

Stephen Pfleiderer is founder of SF Interventions. He is the first interventionist to achieve Level 3 certification as a Team therapist, an 
advanced form of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy. He has also received certifications from the founders of ARISE Intervention, Systemic 
Family Intervention and the California Consortium of Addiction Programs and Professionals. Stephen studied CBT under David Burns MD, 

author of Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy who also invented Team Therapy. Stephen is a member of the Network of Independent Interventionists, as well as 
the Association of Intervention Specialists. Watch his video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_YtUim5SxA.

http://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/DBRR-media-pack.pdf
https://www.recoveryanswers.org/research-post/do-drug-dependent-patients-in-alcoholics-anonymous-rather-than-narcotics-anonymous-do-as-well/
https://www.recoveryanswers.org/research-post/do-drug-dependent-patients-in-alcoholics-anonymous-rather-than-narcotics-anonymous-do-as-well/
https://www.recoveryanswers.org/research-post/do-drug-dependent-patients-in-alcoholics-anonymous-rather-than-narcotics-anonymous-do-as-well/
https://www.recoveryanswers.org/research-post/do-drug-dependent-patients-in-alcoholics-anonymous-rather-than-narcotics-anonymous-do-as-well/
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl1s8eLoZ5M
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pq9N-6zNysY
http://www.recoveryplusdb.com/Faculty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_YtUim5SxA
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Where:  The venue

Photos 
from Ukesad and 
DB Recovery+ founder 
of our conferences in 
this venue, Tower Hotel.

Exclusive accommodation rates
£150 a night including breakfast+tax
at the Guoman Tower Hotel

The EARL OF SANDWICH with BLISS JOHNS 

OBI UNAKA

GLYN DAVIES of 
BreakingFreeOnline.com

Europe Against Drugs:  FAY WATSON
secretary general of Eurad

Representing the National 
Association for Children of 
Alcoholics: CASSIE OHLSEN

PETER McCANN, Castle Craig 

Exhibitor area – 41m long

Seating areas outside presentation roomsBreakfast room with views

Restaurant with views

Th ese sights, restaurants...    ... and shops are 1 minute...     ...from Recovery Plus

River boats can dock
at the venue

Doors to 
presentations

View from exhibitor windows
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https://www.hazelden.org/web/public/publishing.page
https://www.sober-academy.com/
http://www.ukat.co.uk
http://www.silkworthlodge.co.uk/
http://www.nacoa.org.uk
http://www.internationalcredentialing.org/
http://www.internationalcredentialing.org/
https://www.newdirectionsforwomen.org/
http://www.abbeycarefoundation.com/
https://www.caminorecovery.com/
http://www.castlecraig.co.uk/
http://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/training/
https://thelaurelcentre.co.uk/
https://www.getintorecovery.com/news
https://www.mcleanhospital.org/programs/signature-recovery-programs
https://paradigmmalibu.com/
http://cleanic.pt/



